Clinical and MRI evaluation of meniscal tears repaired with bioabsorbable arrows.
Excision of meniscal tissue has been shown to increase the risk of degenerative changes of the knee joint. Whenever possible, meniscus repair has become the procedure of choice for treatment of meniscal tears. The present retrospective study evaluated the healing results of 77 meniscal ruptures treated with the an all-inside technique (Biofix meniscus arrow). The study group consisted of 73 patients with 77 longitudinal, vertical meniscal ruptures treated at Helsinki University Hospital between the beginning of January 1997 and the end of March 2001. The patients who had not received secondary surgery for failed repair during the follow-up period were examined clinically and with MRI. Fifty-one out of 77 meniscal ruptures (66%) healed clinically. In repairs performed in conjunction with ligament reconstruction the healing rate was higher (79%) than in the isolated tears (56%). The poorest results were seen in the very long vertical tears with luxation of the meniscus (38% healing rate). Bioabsorbable arrows offer a good alternative for treatment of meniscal ruptures, but the arrows alone do not seem to be sufficient to provide a reliable long-lasting result in the repair of very unstable meniscal ruptures.